
Earth Do
NOT       Move  

There was a time I, Bro. Pouliot was reading several passages in the 
scripture books like 1st Chronicles 16:30, Psalm 93:1, and Psalm 104:5-6. 
After reading those scripture passages, I noticed how it mentioned earth 
does not move. Like earth does not rotate itself or around the sun perhaps, 
nor perhaps both? Is that what this scripture telling me? I was a little bit 
skippy about that at first. Because we the people were taught since 
childhood school that the earth spins around and rotates around the sun. It 
took me a while to figure out whether that was true or not. I did start doing 
the investigation into that matter, to find out whether it was true or not, and
it turned out to be true. 

- “Tremble before Him, all the earth! The world is firmly established—it does not be 
moved.” 

- “   is king; he clothes himself with majesty.  clothes himself; he girds himself 
with might. Yes, the world is established so that it cannot be moved.” 

- “He established the earth on her foundations, so it should not be moved forever and ever. 
You covered it with the deep as with a garment. The waters stood above the mountains.” 

A very long time ago, during Christopher 
Columbus's time. People back in the 16th 
century, most people believe that the 
earth was flat other than the spherical 
planet Earth. Because of how often they 
have seen a ship end up disappearing in 
the far-off sea like the ship must of fall off 



the earth's edge. Sailors during those days warned people not to sail out too
far because they never return. Christopher Columbus knew that the earth 
was not flat but a circle like a moon or a sun, and he tried to show people 
the example of a pear-shaped. People laughed at him and didn't agree with 
him. I have a reason to believe he already knew about the circle of the earth
from what the Bible said. While he did some science mind figured it out.  

I am beginning to believe that our planet Earth is shaped as spherical 
instead of the perfect round ball. According to a few different scientists 
throughout history have scientific measure the earth. This brings me to an 
understanding view of NASA and the flat-Earth conspiracy theory. Two 
things got my attention, I discovered that our moon orbits around the Earth 
but itself does not rotate. Because we the people never see the back of the 
dark side of the moon. 

The second reason to support that Earth is a 
spherical planet. If I am looking at the moon 
from the north pole and again looking at the 
moon while visiting the south pole, the moon 
will be visional upside down. We cannot deny 
the fact that the Earth is not flat. 

There is a third reason to see why the Earth is a
spherical planet. If we happen to have the best
quality telescopes at home, we might be able to
caper the planet Mar in a clear visual. Mar is the
closest visual from Earth to get a good clear
image of the planet during the night sky. And it's
not a flat planet as well. Once we capture the
planet Mar, we might be able to see the polar cap
on the top and bottom of planet Mar. Since our
planet, Earth also does have a polar cap top and
bottom (north pole & south pole), the same way
Mar has as well. We cannot dent that as well.  



The fourth reason is, is how I've 
watched the fast-forwarded 
video of all the stars that rotate 
around the center of the North 
Star (Polaris). Same thing for the
south celestial pole endpoint. 
This caught my attention to the 
question of why the north and 
south celestial pole endpoint 
looks like it doesn't move around
as the other stars do. Caught me
thinking the Earth does not 

rotate or move around the sun at all. This North Star - Polaris from our 
naked eye once again does not seem to be moving as every other star does 
in the night sky.  

While I was doing the research along with the scripture books, I noticed 
something might fit all this wonder. 

“He stretcheth out the North over the empty place, and hangeth the earth upon 
nothing.” - Job 26:7 

That passage verse just might give us evidence of what and how everything 
in the universe holds, because this had to fit with the north and south 
celestial poles along with the stars that rotate around the earth.

Do you know what is still strange about, if scientists say every planet out in 
space rotates around itself? Maybe that is true or just maybe some of these 
star's planets do not rotate themselves like our moon does. If the moon 
does not rotate itself, this just might explain another reason why Earth does 
not rotate as well. 

While still doing the research, I had a lot of thoughts about the celestial pole
from north and south that might explain the earth's magnetic field. That this 
magnetic field is coming from between both celestial poles to hold the earth.
Just like how Job 26:7 points out like. I also believe the gravitational force 
comes from this magnetic force as well. This explains how everything is held
upon Earth, like this proof of the reason why Earth is the center of 
everything in the universe. I know most scientists do not agree with these 
facts. Maybe a few out there who possibly might agree with me.  



There is one interesting fact I have learned about, that could support my 
belief about the gravitational force coming from the magnetic force. The 
weight of person who is standing anywhere on the earth's equator area 
would weigh less than those who stand on the North or South Pole area. The
person's body itself does not change, rather it is just the force of gravity that
changes when a person approaches the north or south poles area and 
anywhere at the equator area. The further away we stand from the North 
Pole, the more weight changes. 

I believe the invisible celestial pole from north and south somehow controls 
the rest of the universe, which explains why we see during the night sky all 
the stars, moon, and sun rotate around the earth. This is why the Earth is 
the center of this celestial pole in the universe. Another possible reason why 
Earth is so different from every other planet in the universe. Earth is not a 
perfect ball shape like every other planet in our universe. Our planet Earth is
spherical. According to scientists (and maybe astronomers was involvement 
in these mathematical measures), the equatorial circumference of the earth 
is about 24,900 miles (40,070 km). Different from how the meridional 
circumference from pole to pole is only 24,812 miles (39,931 km) around 
the earth.  

While some believe Earth is a flat planet with 
doom over it. This simply cannot be true, 
because when a person is sailing on a ship or 
flying on a plane will realize it circles. And, going
north from south and going west from east does
not measure it distance the same. According to 
Psalm 103:12, it said: "As far as the east is from
the west, so far hath he removed our 
transgressions from us." This passage helps to 
prove to us why going west from the east will 
always stay west or going east from the west 

will always stay east. This result is because it continues where there is no 
end. This difference between going north and south is because going north 
does not continue to stay north, it will become south. Just as going south 
will become north. This is why Earth cannot be a flat pancake planet. Most of
all, the rest of the supporting scripture like Genesis 28:14, Isaiah 11:12, Job
37:3, and Ecclesiastes 1:6 all point out why the earth is not a flat planet 
earth anyway. This result is because it continues where there is no end. This
difference between going north and south is because going north does not 
continue to stay north, it will become south. Just as going south will become 



north. This is why Earth cannot be a flat pancake planet. Most of all, the rest
of the supporting scripture like Genesis 28:14, Isaiah 11:12, Job 37:3, and 
Ecclesiastes 1:6 all point out why the earth is not a flat planet earth anyway.

After all the research I have discovered why NASA and the flat-Earth 
conspiracy theory taught us this false education, whether they knew they 
were lying to us or not. There are more interesting facts I have discovered 
more evidence against NASA and the flat-Earth conspiracy theory. There was
someone who filmed the planet Venus while he was doing his research. To 
observe Venus and how it orbited around the sun. He notices the size of the 
light reflecting from this Venus grew bigger while orbiting the sun. After it 
passes by the sun, it appears that it comes closer to the earth's distance 
between the earth and the sun. While it appears to be coming closer to the 
earth then it is away from the sun. This is when he realizes how this reflects 
light of Venus changes its size while orbiting around the sun, pointing out 
why Earth couldn't orbit around the sun. Why hadn't scientists noticed Venus
coming behind the sun, starting to appear close to Earth still orbiting the sun
and not of the earth? Both Venus and the sun seem like orbiting the Earth. 
You can see this video example for yourself - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kyaXZ8ed3s 

Planet Mercury must also orbit 
along with Venus around the sun.
All three, the sun, Venus, and 
Mercury orbit around the earth. 
Because Mercury is the smallest 
planet in our solar system, and it 
is also because Mercury is the 
closest planet to the Sun and 
Earth as well. Most of all, Mercury
also appears to be orbiting 
around the sun faster than any 
other planet in the solar system. 
This is another reason why these 
planets along with the sun are 
orbiting around Earth.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kyaXZ8ed3s


So again, not just two planets and the sun orbits around the planet Earth, all
planets in the universe along with the sun are orbiting around the planet 
Earth. This is why I no longer believe the sun is the center of the universe 
that holds everything in our solar system. It is the earth that centers the 
whole universe. Even the Genesis book, chapter one can prove this fact. 
That earth was created first in the dark universe before the sun, moon, and 
stars appeared.  

Remember the story about
Joshua's day when the sun and
moon stood still during the
battle? When he and the
Israelites entered the Promised
Land, they waged battle against
five armies that laid siege to
the Gibeonites. Joshua had
promised to protect the
Gibeonites, so he led an army
and defeated the five kings.
Joshua prayed for help. Asked
to have the sun stop moving until the battle ended etc…   did accept his 
request and did control the sun and moon to stop somehow. I believe what 
did was to stop the pole of the north celestial. The whole universe of the 
sun, moon, and even the stars stops spinning. It is because the Earth is the 
center of our solar system. 

As you can see, the sun and moon did stop during Joshua's day… shouldn't 
these people start flying off the ground or keep falling to the ground if the 
earth does rotate itself move like how we were taught alone by the man 
education system? With no gravitational force apart from the sun? Now we 
know the sun has nothing to do with us gravitational to the earth. This is 
why the earth does not move. 

Another thing we must understand also, why on Earth this moon does not 
rotate itself as well. We never saw what was behind the dark side of the 
moon. Since this moon only rotates around the earth and NASA never took a
photo of this, why is that? That is because NASA scam lied to us about the 
1969 moon landing history. Why hasn't NASA still had their so-called 
satellite to take a picture of it? It is because no human has ever gone out of 
the earth's atmosphere to far space. 



The real basic lesson we need to better understand is, earth appeared in the 
void of the empty darkness universe during the creation first. Before the 
sun, moon, and stars appear according to Genesis chapter One. We can see 
why the Earth is the center of the universe once again. What is more 
interesting is, back in the very old days, people once knew better about the 
north celestial pole before the North Pole was named after it. Because they 
once knew that the term "navel" was anciently used in many languages for 
"center," and that the Pole, or central point of the revolving constellations, 
was the "Navel of Heaven." But as to the celestial Pole, there corresponds to
a terrestrial one, so it is only natural that to the term the "Navel of Heaven,"
there should be the corresponding expression the "Navel of the Earth." 

And finally, let's talk about historical witnesses. The first historical witness 
mentioned in Joshua 10:13 about the Book of Jasher which is an English 
translation of the Hebrew title Sefer haYashar, which means the Book of the 
Upright or the Book of the Just Man. Where in the book of Jasher claimed 
these witnesses of the event? It is found in chapter 88, verses 63-65. The 
book of Jasher isn't the only historical witness about the daylight lasting 
twice a day in one, there is more than one. 

There is a man named Totten who has discovered and learned about the 
Greek historian man name Herodotus who wrote his visit to Egypt, the 
priests there showed him an ancient manuscript that told the story about the
day which lasted about twice as long as a normal day. 

The second secular source that Totten also discovered and discuss about the
lost ancient Chinese manuscript. In 1810, a man named John Gill presents 
this account:  

In the Chinese history it  is reported,  that in the time of their seventh
emperor, Yao, the sun did not set for ten days, and that men were afraid
the world would be burnt, and there were great fires at that time; and
though the time of  the sun’s  standing still  were  enlarged beyond the
bounds of truth, yet it seems to refer to this fact, and was manifestly
about the same time; for this miracle was wrought in the year of the
world 2554, which fell in the 75th, or, as some say, the 67th  year of that
emperor’s reign, who reigned 90 years.



Other historical witnesses differ from the longest daylight, five different tales
in North America witnessed the longest night that was normal.   

 
1. The Ojibways tell of a long night without any light.
2. The Wyandot Indians told missionary Paul Le Jeune of a long night.
3. The Dogrib Indians of the North-West tell of a day when the sun was

caught at noon, and it instantly became dark.
4. The Omahas say that once the sun was caught in a trap by a rabbit

who  checked  his  traps  at  the  break  of  dawn,  presumably  before
sunrise. 

5. And  finally,  the  Bungee  Indians  from  the  Lake  Winnipeg  area  of
Canada also tell of a long night. 

That is not all,  the Central  and South Americas both witness the longest
night as well. In the Annals of Chauhtitlan, the Mexican Indians also tell tales
of a long night.  The Aztecs wrote of an extended period that the sun didn't
rise.  

There is one last piece of evidence that might surprise you. There is  an
ancient object that measures just over a centimeter in diameter. It is a Seal
of  Hezekiah,  and  it  is  also  known  as  a  bulla  of  King  Hezekiah.  A  seal
impression  of  a  two-winged  sun  disk  flanked  by  ankh  symbols  and
containing a Hebrew inscription that reads "Belonging to Hezekiah, (son of)
Ahaz, king of Judah." The bulla was discovered along with 33 other stamped
bullae during the wet-sifting of dirt from a refuse dump located next to a
10th-century BCE royal building in the Jerusalem Ophel. It was discovered
by excavations led by Dr. Eilat Mazar. The reason why this is evidence, proof
of evidence of what King Hezekiah witnessed what did to the sun, was a
miracle event.  

According  to  Isaiah  38:8,  Hebrews  11:34,
and 2 Kings 20:1-11, Isaiah came back to
visit  King Hezekiah  again  (Yes,  this  is  the
same king's name which the two-winged sun
disk  was  made  during  his  time),  because
Hezekiah  prayed.  The  first  prayer  he  has
spoken  had  glorified  the  defeat  of
Sennacherib's army and the second prayer
was  about  his  welfare  illness  health  to

death.  send Isaiah back to visit Hezekiah again, with the good news. The
good news is that he would not die.  also gave Isaiah the answer he knew
Hezekiah  will  ask for  proof.  When King Hezekiah asked Isaiah for  proof,
Isaiah reply by asking Hezekiah "Do you want the shadow of the sun to go



forward ten steps or back ten steps?". King Hezekiah replied to the prophet
Isaiah  for  the  shadow  to  go  backward  ten  steps.   did  move  the  sun
backward.  Hezekiah  was  amazed  to  see  how  the  sundial  shadow  went
backward 10 steps. The symbols royal seal of the sun and the two-winged
disk are proof of evidence that Hezekiah is the real person. A real historical
ancient king who saw what did to the sun. He is one of the famous royal
kings written in many historical books other than scripture books. We cannot
deny all this, especially the miracle event King Hezekiah saw and how he
ends up living another 15 years after he was ill to death.  

New Added Evidence 

By  mid-2023,  I  discovered
another  interesting  thing  I
haven’t paid attention to. What I
have now noticed was about the
sunlight map of the Earth. Notice
the  shape  of  the  sunlight  that
shines on the area of the Earth
and how it changes every month.
I  noticed  between  March/April
and  Sept/Oct  month,  have  the
same perfect shape. While other
seasons  months  during  summer  and  winter  sunlight,  both  seasons  of
sunlight  appear  shape  opposite.  Far  up  in  the  north  on  the  Northern
Hemisphere side, in the Arctic Zone entire summer months, they get full
sunlight all day. While the Southern Hemisphere in the Arctic Zone gets a full
night. Until the winter season, the Southern Hemisphere side in the Arctic

Zone  will  get  full  sunlight  and  the  Northern
Hemisphere in their Arctic Zone will get full night
during the entire winter season months. Here the
YouTube  video  to  watch  how  it  change:
https://youtu.be/pgEd4a2AZQU 

This sunlight map shows me another reason why
the Earth is a spherical shape. Because in reality,
if the sunlight shines on a flat paper map or flat
planet, the sunlight would not form a shape like
what we see above photo. It would be more like
using a flashlight shine on a wall of a world map.  

https://youtu.be/pgEd4a2AZQU


So  far,  all  the resource  information  I  have
provided here is just enough  to proof why the
Earth dose NOT move. We simply cannot ignored
all of these evidence. Most of all, how  we have
see a scripture tells us about the sun and moon
that stood still and it  did move backward. While
people were still standing on Earth. Because the
reality is, we on Earth are at the center of the
universe. This is probably why        's will set HIS
throne on Earth. While everything HE created the
universe; that moves around the celestial pole of
the earth is HIS resting kingdom place.   


